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NEIGHBOURHOOD DIGRAPHS 

BOHDAN Z E L I N K A 

(Received April 3, 1984) 

Abstract. The symbol NG(v) denotes the subgraph of a directed graph G induced by the set 
of all terminal vertices of edges outgoing from the vertex v. The paper studies graphs H for which 
there exists G such that NG(v) £ H for each vertex v of G, 
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At the Symposium on Graph Theory in Smolenice in 1963 A. A. Zykov [1] 
has proposed a problem concerning neighbourhood graphs in undirected graphs. 
Here we shall consider an analogous problem for directed graphs. 

Let G be a digraph, let v be its vertex. By the symbol NG(v) we denote the sub
graph of G induced by the set of all terminal vertices of edges outgoing from v in G; 
this graph will be called the neighbourhood of v in G. The problem analogous to 
that of Zykov is to characterize the digraph H with the property that there exists 
a digraph G such that NG(v) ^ H for each vertex v of G. We shall not solve this 
problem in general, but we shall show some classes of graphs which have the 
mentioned property. 

Theorem 1. Let H be a digraph whose vertex set V{H) is the union of two disjoint 
sets A, B and whose edge set is the set of all edges with initial vertices in A and terminal 
vertices in B. Then there exists a digraph G with the property that NG(v) £ Hfor each 
vertex v of G. 

Proof. Denote a == | A |, b = | B \. Let k be an integer, k > b\a. Consider six 
pairwise disjoint sets Al9 A[9 A2, A'29 A39 A3 of the cardinality ak. In the set At 

choose a subset B3, in the set A2 choose a subset Bx, in the set A3 choose a subset 
B2 in such a way that | Bx \ = | B2 \ = | B3 \ = b. The set V(G) -= Ax u A[ u 
u A2 u A2 u A3 u A3 will be the vertex set of the graph (?. In G all vertices of A{ 

with all vertices of A\ will be joined by pairs of oppositely directed edges for each 
16 {1, 2, 3}. Further G will contain all edges going from a vertex of Ax u A\ into 
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a vertex of Bt for each / e {1, 2, 3}. No other edges than those described ones will 
be in G. The digraph G thus obtained has the required property. 

In the case when a = b the required graph G can be moie simple. Take four 
pairwise distinct sets Al9 A2, A3, A4 of the cardinality a. All vertices of Ax with 
all vertices of A4 will be joined by pairs of oppositely directed edges. Further G 
will contain all edges going from a vertex of At into each vertex of Ai+1 for each 
i 6 {1, 2, 3, 4}, the subscript / + 1 being taken modulo 4. 

Theorem 2. Let H0 be a digraph with the property that there exists a digraph G0 

such that NGo(v) £ H0for each vertex v ofG0.Let Hbe the digraph obtained from H0 

by adding a new vertex w and all edges going from vertices of H0 into w. Then there 
exists a digraph G such that NG(v) s H for each vertex v of G. 

Proof. Let G1,G2, G3 be three pairwise disjoint digraphs which are all iso
morphic to G0. In Gt choose a vertex w3, in G2 choose a vertex wl9 in G3 choose 
a vertex w2. The vertex set V(G) of G is the union of the vertex sets of Gt, G2, G3; 
its edge set consists of all edges of these graphs and more over of all edges going 
from a vertex of G( into wt for each i e {1, 2, 3}. The graph G has evidently the 
required property. 

Theorem 3. Let H0 be a digraph with the property that there exists a digraph G0 

such that NGQ(V) £ H0for each vertex v ofG. Let Hbe the digraph obtained from H0 

by adding anew vertex w and all edges going from w into vertices ofH0. Then there 
exists a digraph G such that NG(v) s H for each vertex v of G. 

Proof. Consider the vertex set V = V(G0) and a set V such that | V | = | V\, 
V' n V = 0. Let <p be a bijection of V onto V. The vertex set of G will be V(G) = 
= V u V. If u, v are two vertices of G0 such that there exists the edge from u into v 
in G0, then G will contain the edge from u into v and the edge from cp(u) into v. 
Further for each v e V the vertices v and <p(v) will be joined in G by a pair of 
oppositely directed edges. No other edges than those described ones will be con
tained in G. The graph G has evidently the required property. 
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